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56% of North
American Donors 
say they are most 
likely to give 
repeatedly to an 
institution if
they receive 
regular
communication.1

72% of donors say
poor content –
whether too vague,
irrelevant, dull, or
inconvenient –
affects whether or
not they donate to 
a non-profit.2

How effective can your fundraising efforts truly be without a complete picture of your 
alumni? How can you develop impactful campaigns without a full understanding of their 
behavior? In order to deliver the personalized experience that your alumni have come to 
expect in this digital world, you need data that’s centralized and clean. 

With Omatic’s new Connector for Encompass, you can seamlessly integrate your 
fundraising, communications, and event information to eliminate the data ‘blind spots’ 
caused by disconnected systems. And those duplicates that are inevitable when syncing 
data? We’ve got you covered there, too.  

Discover the most flexible and robust way to integrate, map, clean, and synchronize your 
Encompass data with Raiser’s Edge. Empower your advancement team with this direct 
and flexible integration that enhances alumni engagement both online and off.

Sync Encompass members and member data into Raiser’s Edge (RE) and RE NXT

Collect donation transactions into RE and RE NXT - including one-time and recurring gifts, 
pledges, and pledge payments, and tributes

Transform event registrations and event participation data into RE and RE NXT

Import constituent records and record updates from RE and RE NXT to Encompass 

1 Source: 2018 Global Trends in Giving Report
2 Source: Donor Loyalty Study from Abila

Gain a full picture of each of your constituents and their online engagement in one place. 
No blind spots!

Build stronger relationships with your alumni by using online and offline data to create 
sophisticated audience segments and timely communications

Create automated integration of email marketing campaigns from Encompass to RE / RE 
NXT, to ensure there is accuracy and no gaps in alumni data 

Your Organization Can: 


